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algorithms. It is simple to implement and outperform the
traditional clustering algorithm. Spectral clustering is
developed from spectral graph theory. Spectral clustering is
used to obtain normalized minimum cut of the graph. It has
various advantages. It captures a flexible notion of cluster
shape and it is not sensitive to outliers or shape of clusters.

Abstract — Clustering is a popular for exploratory data
analysis, data representation and data summarization.
Traditional clustering algorithms only find single clustering
solution which is not sufficient for the analysis of the data.
Complex data can be grouped in many different ways. This is
true in case of high-dimensional setting where different
subspaces give different possible grouping of the data. The
different views of the data and the use of relationship between
these views are helpful to solve the problem of clustering. For
this purpose an approach is introduced that finds the multiple
clustering views.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Although the literature on clustering is huge, there has
been relatively not much attention given for finding multiple
non-redundant clustering. Multiple alternative clustering
solutions can be generated by two ways. One is to find
multiple solutions simultaneously and other is to find
alternative solutions iteratively. Gondek and Hofmann [4]
suggest information-theoretic framework that makes use of
the concept of conditional mutual information. In this the
important problem of non-redundant data clustering is also
investigated based on the idea of maximizing conditional
mutual information relative to given background knowledge.
This approach is dependent on distributed assumption. Bae
and Bailey [5] utilize “cannot-link constraint” and
agglomerative clustering to find alternative clustering. Cui et
al.[6],[7], finds different clustering views by clustering the
subspace orthogonal to the clustering solution found in
previous iterations without making use of specific clustering
algorithm. CAMI [9] simultaneously discovers two disparate
clustering by optimizing cluster quality, quantifying these
criteria by maximizing the mutual likelihood of Gaussian
mixture models and minimizing mutual information between
them. The method described in [8] is based on k-means and
CAMI [9] both are limited to convex clusters. There are
many related work based on subspace clustering. But
research in above papers they did not use spectral clustering.
The aim of subspace clustering is to find the clusters which
are hidden in high dimensional space. There are two ways of
subspace clustering based on search strategy that are topdown algorithm and bottom-up approach. Top-down
algorithms find first clustering in full set of dimension and
compute the subspaces of each cluster. While in case of
bottom-up approach, it finds dense region in low dimension
spaces and combine them to form clusters [10]. Several
approaches have been used for finding multiple clustering
views. But it has some boundaries. To overcome these
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I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is nothing but the task of grouping objects in
the same group or cluster depending on some similarity. The
important task in clustering is to find the essential grouping.
Cluster analysis divides data into groups or clusters that are
meaningful and useful. Clustering is helpful for exploratory
data analysis. The goal of exploratory data analysis is to find
structure and interesting patterns in data or to extract
information from data. But many clustering algorithms
provide single clustering solution which is not sufficient for
analysis of data. Complex data can be represented in various
ways for many purposes. In high dimensional data, different
structure of the data may be shown by different feature
subspaces then in such a case why to depend or provide a
single clustering view while many other alternative
clustering views might be helpful for various other purposes
[6]. It may be found that single clustering is not essential and
helpful or actionable so there is a need to find the alternative
solution. Most of the clustering algorithms provide only
single partitioning or clustering of the data which is
insufficient for the analysis of data. Multiple clustering
views of data are useful for different reasons.
Data are collected from different domains or also obtained
from different feature extractors and demonstrate
heterogeneous properties, because variables of data can be
partitioned into groups. Each variable group is referred to as
a particular view or multiple views. In subspace learning the
main aim is to obtain latent subspaces shared by different
views. The aim of subspace clustering is to detect cluster in
any subspace projection of a high dimensional space.
The proposed approach of finding multiple clustering or
multi-view clustering is based on spectral clustering [3].
Spectral clustering is most widely used clustering
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limitations and drawbacks is the motivation behind this
research.

by dividing data points using similarity matrix. It has three
main stages [12], which are pre-processing, spectral
mapping and post mapping. Construction of similarity
matrix is performed through pre-processing, spectral
mapping deals with the construction of Eigen vectors for the
similarity matrix and grouping of the data points are
performed by post processing.
The figure 1 shows block diagram for finding alternative
clustering views. It is based on 3-rules for basic spectral
clustering i.e. building the affinity matrix (similarity matrix),
determination of eigen-values and eigen-vectors of the
matrix and use of these to perform clustering.

Fig.1. Block diagram of proposed system

III. PROPOSED WORK
A. Proposed System:
The clustering solution provided by many clustering
algorithm is not what the user is interested in or what the
user want. In some cases, experts have prior knowledge on
groupings they are not interested in, and would like to find
whether the data provide other interesting non-redundant
structures they have not yet discovered. When data is multifaceted, there may include multiple clustering interpretations
and different feature subsets may be relevant to each
interpretation.
The approach of finding multiple clustering solutions or
views is based on spectral clustering. Spectral clustering is
one of the most popular clustering algorithms. It is simple to
implement and can be solved efficiently. Spectral clustering
technique has been developed from spectral graph theory.
An advantage of spectral clustering is the ability to form
clusters of arbitrary shapes because the graph are fully
connected and do not assume any underlying model for any
cluster. Hence any data point may be considered connected
with any other point.

The input to the system is n data samples denoted by x1,
x2,..,xn. Also the input given to the system is existing
labeling matrix Y = [Y0,…,Yt-1] which is of size n by ∑ cj
(j=0 to t-1) , where Yj is the cluster labeling matrix and cj is
the number of clusters per iteration. If P0 is the current
partitioning or clustering solution denoted by a set of
clusters C1,…, Cc where c is the number of clusters then
cluster labeling matrix for P0 is defined as Y0 of size n by c
where n is the number of data samples and c is the number
of clusters. If data point xi belongs to cluster j in P0 then yij =
1 otherwise it is 0. Similarly at iteration t, Pj (j=t-1,…,0) is
previously found partitioning or clustering solution, at this
point all these clustering are represented by augmenting all
existing cluster labeling matrices in a single matrix Y =
[Y0,…,Yt-1]. Thus in each iteration, Y is given as an input to
find alternative clustering solution U of size n by c.

1) Affinity Matrix: Before applying spectral clustering there
is need to find the pair-wise similarities between data points.
For a set of n data samples {x1, x2,.., xn} with each xi is a
column vector. A set of similarity is given as {kij} between
all pairs xi and xj. The similarity matrix or affinity matrix K
of size n by n is obtained from Gaussian Kernel function:

k(xi,xj) = exp(-||xi-xj||2 /2σ2)
where σ is scaling parameter. The σ determines the width of
the Gaussian kernel. It is also called as standard deviation,
and the square of it i.e. σ2, is the variance. The value of σ is
always positive i.e. σ > 0.

There are two modes of discovering multiple alternative
clustering views – simultaneous or iterative. But our main
focus is on iterative discovery of clustering views.
Sometimes, when one clustering solution is given, users
want to find another non-redundant clustering solution.
Approach in this project can solve that problem. This
approach allows users to discover one clustering solution
alternative to clustering solutions that have been previously
provided.

2) Degree Matrix: From the similarity or affinity matrix the
diagonal matrix is calculated as: ∑ kij (j=1 to n).

Spectral clustering depends on the Eigen structure of a
similarity matrix. In spectral clustering, clusters are formed

4) Eigen-Values and Eigen-Vector: Once the Laplacian
matrix is calculated the eigen-values are generated as det(L-

3) Laplacian Matrix: The next step is to calculate the
normalize graph Laplacian i.e. L = I- D-1/2 K D-1/2 where D
is the diagonal matrix of size n by n where the diagonal
elements are the degree di and I is the identity matrix of size
n by n.
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λI) = 0 and for top c eigen-values eigen-vector is calculated.
The solution is to set column of matrix U equal to the c
eigenvectors corresponding to the largest c eigenvalues of
normalized similarity matrix D-1/2 K D-1/2. This gives the
spectral embedding. The discrete partitioning of the data is
obtained based on this embedding by renormalizing each
row of U to have unit length which is calculated as Yij = Uij /
(∑j Uij2)1/2 .
5) Clustering: Treating each row of Y as a point, cluster
them into number of clusters through k-means algorithm.
Finally the original point xi is assigned to cluster j if and
only if row i of the matrix Y was assigned to cluster j.
6) Brent’s Method: Finally the improvement is made to
the spectral clustering algorithm. This algorithm uses a
distance matrix with a scaling parameter σ to calculate
affinity matrix values, which later can be used to find
eigenvectors. The improvement is implemented by the
Brent's Method to modify the scaling parameter. The new
scaling parameter will give us a better affinity matrix by
bringing closer similar points and distancing the not similar
ones. The Brent’s method is used to minimize the following
function.

f(σ) = ∑(si,sj)ϵS ( 1- exp(-|| si – sj || / 2σ2 ))2 – log
(∑(si,sj)ϵD ( 1- exp(-|| si – sj || / 2σ2 ))) (2)
S is the set of pairs of points lying in the same cluster and D
is the set of pairs of points lying in different clusters. The
purpose of this work is to improve the spectral clustering
algorithm by fine tuning the scaling parameter σ.
Computation of the function will be done at each step of the
clusterization yielded by spectral clustering algorithm.

and frequency of the word in the text instance is the feature
value.

A. Performance Measure:
The challenging problem of clustering is the evaluation
of clustering result. Here two types of criteria are used
through which the quality of cluster is measured. First one is
the external criteria and second one is internal criteria. The
external criteria measure the similarity between the
alternative clustering solution and the second labelling. If the
data set has two labelling then the second labelling is
considered as the alternative labelling. The normalized
mutual information (NMI) is used for external measure.
Suppose U is the alternative clustering and L is the known
labels,

NMI ( L,U ) =

I ( L ,U )
H ( L ) H (U )

where, I(L,U) is the mutual information between L and U
and H(L) and H(U) are the entropies of L and U
respectively. The clustering and labels are more similar if
NMI value is higher.
An internal criterion is used to measure quality. There
are two standards to measure internal criteria: mean-squarederror(MSE) and Dunn index(DI). MSE measures the error of
instances to its corresponding cluster centroid.
MSE = 1/n ∑cj=1∑xϵCj || x - µ j ||2, where n is the number of
instances and µ j is the centroid of cluster Cj. Lower value of
MSE gives the better cluster quality.
The Dunn index is a ratio of the between cluster separation
normalized by the within-cluster distance. For clustering C =
{c1,…, ck}, where δ : c × c -> IR+ is cluster to cluster
distance and ∆ : c -> IR+ is cluster diameter measure, DI(c) =
mini≠j {δ(ci,cj)}/ max1<=l<=k {∆(cl)}. The quality of cluster is
higher if the value of this index is higher.

B. Results:

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Dataset:
To get a better understanding of this method and test its
applicability, the experiment is performed on synthetic
datasets. The synthetic data is generated from six features
with 600 instances. This synthetic data contain synthetically
generated control charts. This dataset has 600 examples of
control charts synthetically generated by the process in
Alcock and Manolopoulos (1999). It contains six different
classes of control charts.
Experiment on Text Data: The text data consist of 129,000
abstracts from year 1990-2003 describing NSF awards for
basic research [13]. In this experiment the subset of this
dataset is used. Here the word is represented by each feature

Experiments on NSF Award Text Data:
The dataset from UCI KDD repository consists of 129,000
abstracts from year 1990 to 2003 describing NSF awards for
basic research. For each text instance, bag-of-word data file
is extracted. Also, a list of words is provided for indexing
the bag-of-word data. The subset of dataset is used to
perform the experiment.
The affinity matrix is calculated from input data which is
shown in figure. From the affinity matrix degree matrix and
Laplacian matrix is generated. The eigen-values and eigenvector is calculated from Laplacian matrix which gives the
spectral embedding. Based on this embedding the discrete
partitioning of the data is obtained by renormalizing each
row to have unit length, this gives the normalized eigenvector shown in figure 5. The clusters are formed my
applying k-means clustering algorithm on normalized eigen-
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vector. Finally the original point xi is assigned to cluster j if
and only if row i of the normalized eigen-vector was
assigned to cluster j. Here different cluster gives different
clustering solution or views.

Fig.2. Affinity Matrix

CONCLUSION
Many clustering algorithm finds single clustering view or
solution which is not sufficient for the analysis of data.
Different clustering solutions may be relevant for different
purposes. Features relevant to one clustering interpretation
may be different from the ones relevant for an alternative
interpretation or view of the data. This method gives
multiple clustering solutions/views.
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